Abstract. The resume is the cornerstone of information in the whole hiring process. Evaluating resumes accurately has important values. This paper presents a method of resumes recommendation combining graph matching and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory around recruitment of industrial talents. The degree of matching between resumes and jobs was calculated by using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. The optimal matching list was found with the help of graph matching theory. The results of experiment showed that the method can effectively recommend suitable resumes for specific jobs.
Introduction
As an important information medium in the whole hiring process, resumes reflect personalities of the candidates. The process that enterprises choose resumes essentially is the process of classification. With the help of mathematic model, the enterprise's propensity to employ was extracted on accumulated hired resumes and the optimal delivery scheme was chosen on lots of delivery records. Based on the construction of recruitment system of industrial talent, the evaluation model applicable to industrial talents was proposed, assisting recruiters to identify suitable resumes. Furthermore, the propose of the system is to improve the efficiency of recruitment and reduce the cost of recruitment for enterprises.
Y. Wang proposed a method that fuzzy comprehensive evaluation was applied to evaluation of highly skilled talents [1] . The method analyzed weight set by AHP, and divided remark set into four level which is excellent, good, passed, and bad. Finally, it determined the level which object should belong to by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. J. Xu applied fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and BP neural network to evaluation of salesperson [2] . The method used the result of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation as the expectation of BP neural network. Some scholars applied fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to the evaluation of students' ability [3] [4] . Some other scholars applied fuzzy comprehensive to the assessment of employees [5] [6] [7] .
Some works applied fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to recruitment of teachers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . One of these works had built evaluation matrix by Delphi Method [8] . It got weights from experts' opinions and divided remark set into four level which is very good, good, normal and bad. Finally, it evaluated candidates by fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, and decided that whether the sum that include score of very good and good is greater than 0.5 as the basis for hiring. D. Gui et al. and Y. Zhou et al. applied fuzzy comprehensive evaluation to recruitment of trainees in hospital [14] and recruitment of managers in enterprise [15] .
In the above works, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation which had applied to recruitment generally used AHP to analyze the weight set and used Delphi method to give the single factor evaluation matrix. This approach focused on the evaluation of the competency indicator system and ignored the particularity of the matching between candidates and jobs in the recruitment process. Candidates are not suitable for the job, resulting in a high turnover rate of new employees. However, high turnover rate of new employees is one of the reasons for recruitment difficulties [16] [17] . Therefore, this paper proposes a new approach which pays attention to matching degree between resumes and jobs, finding the optimal matching list between resumes and jobs.
Definition
Resumes and jobs always describe job intentions and hiring needs around specific attributes, such as position, salary, experience, education, academic ability, foreign language level, etc. The descriptions of these attributes are abstracted into the characteristics of the resume to form a resume profile and are abstracted into the characteristics of the job to form a job profile. This paper focuses on resume profile and job profile, establishing mathematical models and calculating the optimal list of resumes recommendation. Here are some concepts involved in the method: Definition 1 Resume Profile: a resume profile can be formally defined as Eq. 1.
r= a 1 ,a 2 ,…,a n (1) where r is a resume and a i represents i-th attribute of a resume.
These attributes are divided into two categories: scalar attributes and vector attributes. For scalar attributes, the interval is divided according to the partition strategy, and the partitioned results are discretized into incremental series. For vector attributes, a unified multivariate keyword vector is established. Each keyword corresponds to an eigenvalue. If a keyword is included in the text description, the eigenvalue corresponding to that keyword is set to 1, otherwise it is set to 0. These attributes can be formally defined as Eq. 2. 
Calculate Matching Degree between Resumes and Jobs

Design Evaluation Factors System and Remarks
This paper formulates the evaluation factors that conform to the model based on the indicator system of evaluation for industrial talents [20] and associates these factors with the content of a resume, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The expected salary, place of work, job position and the above evaluation factors will form the profile. Thus, the system U of evaluation factors applicable to the model is formed, where U={u 1 ,u 2 ,…,u n }={d 1 
Build Fuzzy Evaluation Value
Fuzzy value is used to describe the evaluation of factor u i . At first, three evaluators are built for a pair of attributes (a i ,d i ): 1) A evaluator based on historical data, as Eq. 4; 2) A evaluator based on similarity, as Eq. 5; 3) A evaluator based on Euclidean distance, as Eq. 6. p(a i ) is the frequency of an attribute value or a keyword appeared in historical hired resumes.
if a i is a N-dimensional vector attribute (4)
if a i is a scalar attribute
if a i is a vector attribute
if a i is a scalar attribute 1-
Secondly, evaluation values are transformed into remarks by mapping relation f, as Eq. 7:
Finally, fuzzy evaluation value is calculated for each evaluation factor u i . For each factor u i , calculate f E x , x∈{1,2,3} . , , , is used to represent the count of v 1 ,v 2 ,v 3 ,v 4 that were gotten from f E x . Calculate the ratio of each remark for each u i by Eq. 8. Combine every ratio together to form a fuzzy evaluation value R i =(r i1 ,r i2 ,r i3 ,r i4 ) . R i has described the degree of membership on different remarks for evaluation factor u i , which makes the evaluation have fuzziness. 
Algorithm of Resumes Evaluation Based on Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation Theory
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation [19] [20] is a favorable tool to judge the fuzziness of things. This paper uses fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory to calculate matching degree between resumes and jobs. At first, calculate fuzzy evaluation value of each factor in a resume, as Eq. 9. Secondly, the weight of each evaluation factor is determined by using the coefficient of variation method, as Eq. 10.
, i∈{1,2,…,n} (10) Then, comprehensive evaluation value is calculated by using matrix multiplication, as Eq. 11. Finally, take the sum of the evaluation values of the remarks which include suitable and better fit as the matching degree, as Eq. 12.
B=A ∘ R= b 1 
Find the Optimal Match between Resumes and Jobs
Relation of Resume-Job-Station
A resume is sent to some jobs, each of which offers several work stations. The relation of resume-jobstation is shown as Fig. 2 . r l represents l-th resume, j m represents m-th job, s k represents k-th work station. 
Establishment of Resume-Station Bipartite Graph Model
Use the following methods to establish a resume-station bipartite graph model. 
Algorithm of Resumes Recommendation Based on Graph Matching Theory
Thus, the question of resume recommendation is transformed into a problem that find the optimal matching in a weighted complete bipartite graph G(RS,SS,E). There is an edge set E' in G. E' is a subset of edge set E(G). Any edge of E' is not adjacent in G and the vertexes in G are all associated with E'. The subgraph which is consisted of the set is written as G'(RS,SS,E'), and the whole matching degree
Find the largest edge set E' which can makes & the largest. Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm [21] [22] is used to find the optimal match in weighted complete bipartite graph G. With the help of KM algorithm to find an allocation scheme E' in graph G, any resume r i only matches a work station s j and the whole matching degree μ is the biggest. 
Design and Implementation of System Framework Design
The method which this paper proposes, a resumes recommendation method combining graph matching and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory, is shown as Fig. 5 . At first, the delivery data is abstracted into resume profiles, job profiles and delivery relationships. Secondly, the graph model is built based on these three elements. Then, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory is used to calculate the matching degree between resumes and jobs. Finally, use graph matching theory to obtain the optimal matching list. From a user perspective, the whole process that a recommended list was formed is shown in Fig.  6 . At first, hiring needs are published by employers. System extracts job profiles and work stations from hiring needs. Secondly, candidates fill out the resumes and sent them to specific jobs. System extracts resume profiles from resumes and extracts delivery relationships from delivery records. Then, system builds graph models based on extracted information and calculates matching degree of each delivery relationship in graph models. Finally, system calculates the optimal delivery scheme and recommended lists of resumes are formed. Fill out resumes Publish jobs Figure 6 . The whole process that a recommended list was formed.
Experiment and Result
Follow the literature [23] , some industrial recruitment information was selected from a large recruitment website, including software development jobs, hardware R&D, data analysis jobs, sales and other positions. Based on the information for these positions, the simulator generated 80 qualified resumes. The data is used as an experimental dataset. In each experiment, we randomly selected several positions and several resumes that had a delivery relationship with corresponding positions and allowed each resume to be delivered freely. Observe the relationship between these delivery behaviors and the recommended results of the system by controlling the quantity of resumes recommended each time. Based on precision rate, recall rate and F 1 value as Eq. 13, we analyze the recommended results given by the system. (13) where R represents the collection of resumes recommended each time, T represents the collection of resumes hired by the job. Fig. 7-9 shows the comparison of experimental results between the method presented in this paper and other methods in the field of resume recommendation. It is proved that the recommended results of this paper (GFRR) are better than the results of resumes recommendation algorithm based on similarity of content (SBR) and the results of content-based reciprocal recommendation algorithm (CBRR) [23] under different recommended quantities. As the quantity of recommendation increases, the recommended results are getting better. When the recommended quantity reaches 28, F1 value of method which this paper proposes is 73.5%, which is higher than 35.2% of SBR and 20.6% of CBRR, and F1 values are increased by 38.3% and 52.9% respectively. The method proposed in this paper considers the evaluated results of various evaluation methods and refers to the characteristics of the historical hired data. It can recommend the right resume with greater precision. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a resumes recommendation method combining graph matching and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory, finding the optimal matching list between resumes and jobs. With the help of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory, to calculate matching degree between resumes and jobs, the characteristics of historical hired data, similarity between resumes and jobs, and Euclidean distance were comprehensively considered. With the help of graph matching theory, the resume-job matching model was established and the optimal allocation scheme was calculated. Experiments showed that the method, a resumes recommendation method combining graph matching and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory, can effectively recommend suitable resumes for specific jobs. 
